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Impact of Backwash

Abstract
This research attempts to search out the effect of backwash in the process of task- based methods
of learning on the vocabulary development of learners. The populace of this study comes from
Pakistan are studying in an ELC (English Language Center). The sample size for the current
study is 40 learners, without gender discrimination. The Learners were divided equally into
binary groups i.e. controlled as well as the experimental. The earlier group was taught by
conventional methods whereas the experimental was instructed through the task-based method of
insruction.. Independent sample (T-test) was utilized for analyzing the obtained data. The results
revealed marked change in the performance of the two groups. It was explored that participatns
of experimentalgroups outperformed the conventional learners of controlled group. These
findings vividly suggest that task- based instructional method of learning has a significant
influence of EFL students’ learning interms of development of vocabulary.
Keywords: Task based learning instruction, backwash, EFL students, vocabulary learning,
Pakistan.
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1. Introduction
Today, inventive strategies and most recent procedures are utilized to accomplish compelling
learning and greatest results of the students. The instructors and the mentors are notable by the
way that English language learning is an immensely vast scenerio so they don't utilize an overall
technique to all controls and sorts of English language learning. For better outcomes, explicit
strategies are utilized in explicit domains of English language learning. Various strategies are
conferred while instructing the learners in their respective classes like instructor focused
technique, content centered strategy, student focused strategy and intuitive technique. Currently,
great appreciation is there for the task-based learning among understudies and instructors. This
strategy is definitely not a traditional technique as it centers primarily around the student focused
methodology in which they are more active and predominant in class. This strategy centers
around having a particular assignment for language learning purposes. So,while centering these
four fundamental abilities, this technique is significant and compelling. These four important
skills may have some particular highlights, yet there are some essential highpoints of English
that are generalizable to all the fundamental abilities. The one most significant part is the lexicon
or vocabulary which interconnects all the four aptitudes as it is similarly significant recorded as a
hard copy, talking, tuning in and perusing.
The way toward learning the lexical items(vocabulary) can be viewed as a significant
element while acing comminicative abilities. It has equivalent incentive for the practicioner and
experts. A few scholars expresssed that the procurement of a word requests numerous
associations for various circumstances until it it there in the reportiore of learner (Ali et al.,
2020). For L1 and L2 students the significance of jargon is verifiable. It is the premise of all the
four abilities and for correspondence in various settings and circumstances. It is said that
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language is a method of correspondence, however without jargon it is hard to speak with
individuals. Additionally, while learning in EFL settings vocabulary learning is an impediment
and a tough undertaking. Normally, EFL students think that its hard to adapt to strategies to learn
items of vocabulary and they feel demotivated while learning an unknown dialect generally
speaking. A decent answer for this issue is to help the concerned learners in distinguishing the
capacity and job of mental and intellectual assignments while learning procedure of L1 and L2
individually (Hatch and Brown, 1995).Shepard, Kagan and Wurtz, (1998) are of the view that
educating and appraisal can be considered as the best procedure for the obtaining in early age
instead of some other time of life.Bachman (1995) said that for each learning and instructing
work on testing and evaluation is a significant feature.These highlights offer the instructors some
vital data identified with the language capacity of their understudies, along these lines supporting
them to settle on choices and decisions inside the circumstances of their specific classes. In like
manner, in the fields of applied etymology and training, it is broadly comprehended that learning
and encouraging procedure is affected by testing.This impact is known as 'washback' (Backwash)
(Alderson and Wall, 1993), or effect of the test (Bachman and Palmer, 1996).
1.1.Bakwash?
Bakwash has been explained by various writers stating that itis an apparatus that interfaces
tsting as well as. Doors (1995) expressed his notion that it is considered as theimpacts of taking
tests on the process of learning just as instructing. Otherly,Messick (1996) floated the idea that
backwash is actually conncted with applied linguistice( i.e. semantics) and it presents the utility
of a task on any language performance of learners. Likewise,Prodromou(1995)states, the effect
on the assessment and the instructors are known as backwash. This effect might be immediate
just as roundabout.
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Seeing all the content the desire to explore the bakwash effect rose higher on the part of
researchers and they tried to explore it in Pakistan(i.e. local learners context) on vocabulary
learning processes.
1.2 Problem Statement
There is a colossal discussion among scholars about backwash influence on learning and
learners. The specialists are worried about the effect of backwash in various instructive settings
utilizing distinctive instructive techniques. The idea of backwash isn't exceptionally old as it
picked up fame in the late twentieth century. Backwash has both negative and positive effects on
the students. Thusly, this particular examination is concerned and associated with Pakistani
culture and context.The quintessence of this investigation is to see the backwash's consequences
for EFL students in Pakistan under the shade of instructional based technique or method for
performing tasks.
1.3 Research Objectives
This investigation is directed to discover the impacts of bac on the Pakistani students' syntax
utilizing the task - based instructional technique. The particular region of assessment in syntax
was to investigate the learning of vocabulary to EFL understudies who were the up-and-comers
of an unknown dialect test. The competitors were reading for the Cambridge situation test. The
specialists attempted to discover what impact washback had on these EFL students?
1.4 Research Significance
This investigation is critical in discovering the effect of backwash on the task- based
learning instructional technique for the EFL learners. There is a great deal of exploration done on
backwash in various instructive controls for various strategies utilized in the language
classrooms in the western nations. In any case, in Pakistan, there is no predictable work on the
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backwash strategy, besides some valuable explorations. Particularly, in EFL setting, there is not
really any exploration work found. Along these lines, this investigation can be considered as a
pioneer study, which will concentrate on the learning results of the vocabulary of EFL students
through task- based learning instructional technique.
1.5 Research Limitation
This examination is focusedto Lahore as it were. For the adequacy of the populace, just one
segment was engaged, for example English as an unknown dialect learning (EFL understudies
were taken). It is likewise worth referencing here that lone 40 understudies from a solitary
foundation were picked to be the piece of this investigation. The examination was not sex based
so the two guys and females were the piece of the study.All these understudies were given a
Cambridge Placement test.
1.6

Research Question

Q. What is the Impact Backwash in accordance with Task- Based instructional Method on
Pakistani English as Foreign Learnrs Vocabulary baed Learning?
2. Review of the Past Literature
Classes are the most significant spots for learning and fathoming things. The focal figures in the
class are the instructor and the understudies. A great deal has been explored, worked, and applied
to these segments so as to accomplish the specific points of the said hypothesis and idea. In the
classroom,especially an ESL and EFL homeroom the primary issue for the instructors and
understudies is to convey adequately so various modules, activities and parts of a specific course
can be secured. The instructors for this reason apply various undertakings through various
strategies to accomplish greatest yield from the understudies. Every one of these undertakings
prepared for testing, which makes an effect on the understudies. This effect is called washback or
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discharge interchangeably. In the classroom,especially an ESL and EFL study hall the principle
issue for the educators and understudies is to convey viably with the goal that various modules,
activities and parts of a specific course can be secured. The instructors for this reason apply
various assignments through various strategies to achieve most extreme yield from the
understudies. Every one of these undertakings made ready for testing, which makes an effect on
the understudies. This effect is called backwash
2.1

Past Researches on Backwash

Hughes (1989) says that the impact of tests on learning and educating is called backwask
(washback). Buck (1988) says that the two understudies and the educators sketch their study hall
exercises as indicated by the test requests, significantly on the off chance that it is a position test.
The impact of test on the class is known as discharge, however it very well may be certain and
negative. In this way, discharge isn't characterized to be certain as it were. Wesdorp (1982)
directed an investigation in Holland in which he investigated that the analysis of the washback
impact wasn't solid. He centered upon the protests raised by the understudies on the method of
appraisal in which MCQ's were included the local and the unknown dialect kind of training.
Hughes (1988) investigated the beneficial outcome of washback in capability test led in turkey.
On the other hand,Wesdorp (1982) announced a little impact of washback on the understudies.
Divider and Alderson (1993) led an examination in Srilanka and discovered that wasback had
little effect on the study hall. They called attention to that tests and assessment didn't characterize
and command the educator what to instruct. It is additionally imperative to make reference to
here that however there are various examinations which are either telling the inspiration or
antagonism of the test, yet the strategies and devices are likewise significant for getting ready
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understudies. Among those ways and strategies task based learning instructional technique is
significant.
2.2.

ExplainingTask

Williams and Burden (1997) disclosed that task alludes to an activity of language learning.
Prabhu (1987)highlighted that it is an activity required by the students for the appearance of a
result from some particular data given to them by some strategy for intuition and which allows
the educators to direct and control that procedure. Bygate, skehan and Swain (2001) as in Ellis
2009 are of the view that an task can likewise be made as a move which requests the utilization
of language from its students while concentrating on the significance to accomplish its
objective.However, a more straightforward definition by Willis (1996) clarifies the errand as a
procedure that incorporates the utilization of the objective language by the students for
correspondence to achieve the outcome.
2.3

Task-depedent Language Teaching

Task depedent Language Teaching (TBLT) is a technique for encouraging which is picking up
notoriety among the educationists and the understudies now days. Advanced in the late twentieth
century, this strategy isn't an educator focused technique and in this strategy the understudies are
locked in informatively in a functioning way for the finishing of an undertaking. Assignment
Based Learning grants the way toward adapting however various undertakings which are
performed by the students for tackling issues in the homeroom (Harmer, 2007).The consideration
of this methodology lies in the transmission of message while centering the correspondence of
the members. The utilization of structure gives the auxiliary value(Ellis, 2009).
There are a ton of qualities and shortcomings of the assignment luxuriated learning technique.
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2.4

Benefits of task based method
According to Nunan (1989) the transmission of the earlier knowledge is allowed to the

new contexts and circumstances of communication . Thus encouraging learners to grow as the
user of language. The chief feature is to engage the learners in the meaning concentrated use of
the language (Breen 1989 as cited in Ellis, 2009). Secondly, the learners are allowed to use
grammar and vocabulary according to their choice and it boosts their confidence to become
ambitious learners. Thirdly, the automatic learning of language is being done in task based
language learning which can be explained as accurate, efficient and stable performance of
learning (sega dowitz,2003 as cited in Rider, et. al 2007). A lot of theories related to cognition
suggest that practicing the actual life circumstances helps in the achievement of automaticity of
the knowledge of language (Johnson, 1988 as cited in Ellis, 2009). Fourthly, the acquisition of
vocabulary is easier in task based learning method as it involves brainstorming, searching and
matching and word prediction during the task which helps them to practice. This method helps in
retaining the words and they learn better (Newton, 2001). Fifthly, there is a better scope for
communication as the knowledge and learning are blended with communicative tasks which
provide relevant and important language learning conditions. This permits actual and real life
language learning context which helps them to be efficient language users (Andon, 2010).
2.5

Weaknesses of task based method
1stly, the difficulty of any task can affect the performance of the study, the load on

cognition actually affects the learners thus making the situation perplexed (Candlin, 1987 as
cited in Tavakoli, 2009). Secondly, the interpretation of the task may be different from the
students’ perspective as compared with teachers. (Kumaravadivelu, 2003). Thirdly, the
authentication of the task is also very important. Skehan, (1996) is of the view that sometimes
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the task may be the imitation on a situation which will never happen, like describing a picture to
someone so that a picture can be drawn following the instructions, and then finding out the
difference between the two. This can affect the authentication of task. A simple version of any
task can make better communication and understanding which helps in logical and
comprehensive

language

development

for

a

longer

period

of

time(Guariento,W

&Morley,J.2001).
In spite of the qualities and shortcomings, task based learning instructional technique is
giving positive outcomes at whatever point utilized. This strategy is relevant with the student
prevailing methodology (Richards and Rodgers, 2001; Ellis, 2003; Nunan, 2005), the central
segments of assignment based learning are techniques, objectives, and results (Skehan, 1998;
Murphy, 2003; Nunan, 2004). As opposed to supporting the phonetic viewpoints and structures,
it helps in the intentional exercises which e center around substance (Ali et al., 2020 b). There
are a great deal of studies telling about the parts of errand based language learning and
educating. Tavakoli and Skehan(2005)initiated an assignment based instructional model for
educating in which they communicated and demonstrated that the concealed capabilities of the
understudies are uncovered through various undertakings given to them.RulonandMcCreary
(1986)compared the meaning negotiation between two gatherings for example (educator fronted
group and task-based teaching group).Theresultsproved the adequacy of undertaking based
learning instructional technique as the invigorated reaction and focal point of the leaners was
more on the errand based instructing gathering. Fotos and Ellis(1991) led an examination in
Japan in which undertaking based learning instructional strategy was utilized for the
correspondence of sentence structure appliedto convey about syntax. The results of the
investigation communicated that the errand based learning instructional strategy was
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substantially more powerful and effective for the students and educators as it furnished
understudies

without

hardly

lifting

a

finger

to

learn.

Cultivate

and

Skehan(1996)andMehnert(1998)conductedstudiesontheeffectofplanningof the undertaking and
they investigated that arranging of an assignment had a positive outcome on the multifaceted
nature and exactness of the presentation of the student.
3.

Methods for Research

3.1

Study’s Population

The populace for the current investigation contained 40 pakistani learners who were Cambridge
placement exam's candidates. These 40 understudies had finished their fundamental degree of
instruction(post graduation). These learners were at a specialized centre of language that was
specialized in task- depdendent instuional method for learning.
Convenient process of sampling was used for selecting population
3.2

Design of the Research

In this particular examination, a quantitative exploration strategy was utilized as an exploration
plan. As per Lisa (2008) in the class of social and characteristic sciences this strategy is utilized
to research a particular marvel through the introduction of some computational, factual or
numerical strategies. Also, the populace was taken from a particular language class.
3.3

Method for collecting Sample

Covenient technique of sampling was utilized to gather the information. This procedure
is otherwise called unplanned testing strategy and furthermore opportunity kind of
inspecting. This procedure involved a few examples picked from the populace, which
are convenient for data collectors. This strategy has a deep impact as it provided
direction and benefit to the process of collecting data ( Ali et al,. 2019).
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3.4 Research Instrument
This exploration exploited following research instruments:

3.5



The Cambridge Placement Test (OPT)



Vocabulary based Test (as pretest and posttest).

Procedure of Research

At first for assessing the capability of the language of the examination members and to make
sense of the homogenous inspecting a placement exam (Cambridge) was utilized. Further,a
quiz having vocabulary words(75) was utilized to decide the homogeneity of the members'
information towards English vocabulary.In request to be satisfactory statistically,the inside
kind of constancy and for the co-productive of dependability, CronbachAlpha were utilized.
Lastly,a post exam of a similar jargon things was managed comprised of those 75 things
which were utilized in pre test. The main contrast was that the successions of inquiries were
changed. As indicated by (Bachman,1990), this is a demonstration done by the specialists for
the shirking of impacts of training with respect to the members. After the pretest, the members
were separated into controlled and exploratory gathering similarly (20 each). For the
controlled gathering, traditional encouraging technique was utilized, though for the trial bunch
task based learning strategy was utilized. The test bunch was given 4 assignment based tests
while the controlled gathering was likewise tried through 4 tests, however the technique was
customary for example fill in the spaces, various decisions, True and bogus and coordinating
the things and so forth. This activity was done to rehearse the two techniques steadily. At last,
the post test was led for assessment.
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4.

Results of the study

Numerous Statiticfal types insights like standard type of the mean , Standard deviation,
independent sample t-test alondg with Mean were applied and utilized for the investigation of
the data.For the commonality of the dissemination, a test naming [One Sample KolmogorovSmirnovtest]was applied and it is introduced in The Table below
.Table1:One- sample test (Kolmogorov-SmirnovTest)
[Control

Group,

Post-test [Experimental

results]

results]

N

20

20

Mean

20.23

Normal Parametersa,,b

Group,

Post-test

18.41
1.454

2.906
SD
Extreme .397

Most

.384

Differences Positive
Absolute
Negative

.397

.384

-.273

-.304

.397

.384

.278

.393

[KolmogorovSmirnov Z ]
[Asymp.

Sig.

2-

tailed]

The above table mirrors the performance of both the groups(Controlled &
Experimental). Each one is referenced in its relevant sement to make it vivid.Looking at the
qualities in the above table, the mean of the post test in both the controlled and Experimental
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(group) is 20.23 and 18.41 separately. Alongside that the standard deviation is additionally
unique between the two. The standard deviation of the controlled group is 2.906 and the
experimenal one is 1.456. Also, the most extraordinary contrast esteems are estimated as needs
be. Another significant angle in this table is the distinction of significant worth while applying
[One Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnovtest]. This Kolmogorov–Smirnov test essentially measures
the separation among the capacity of aggregate dispersion and observational conveyance. For
the evaluation of ordinariness dispersion, tests can be contrasted and normalized along and the
typical standard dissemination.
One can see that the estimation of Kolmogorov–Smirnov test in the controlled gathering
is .397 while the estimation of the experimental one is .384. This shows the noteworthy
distinction and furthermore mirrors that the estimations of the members in the test bunch are
better dispersed when contrasted with the members of the controlled gathering. Ultimately, the
estimation of (Asym)significance in the controlled group column is .278 though a similar
incentive in the experimental one is .393 which is higher than controlled group participants.
This obviously recommends the critical distinction of the members in the texperimental group
from the controlled one in learning lexical items. The above Table1 additionally mirrors that the
P-Valueis higher than 0.05 for two scores. Along these lines, it very well may be said that the
score was conveyed typically and the 2 tests known as parametric trial of autonomous example
T-test can be pertinent to run. In this way, after the one Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test, the
distinction of the benchmark group [CG] and the test bunch [EG] vocabulary's improvement
was inspected through the free example T-test.
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Table 2: Statistical data presentation
Groups

Means

Std.deviation

Std.error

Controlled group

20.23

2.906

.18

18.41

1.454

.19

19.51

2.257

.19

Experiment
group
Total

Moreover, the results and insights of the Indepednet sampling Ttest method uncovers that
there is a huge distinction about the presentation of the experimental group participants in the
test with the controlled ones.
One can see in theTable3, the mean of the controlled group which was told through
customary strategies for vocabulary comprehension and acquistion is 20.23. While the mean of
the experimental one which was told however by task based learning instructional technique is
18.244 having the level pf fignificance at 0.000. As one can see that the importance level is
under 0.05 which was resolved in the investigation, where the estimation of (F is 1.977 and P is
004 which is less than.05). So one can see the clear distinction between the presentation of the
two categories while learning the vocabulary. These figures really demonstrate that the
understudies who learnt the items of vocabulary through assignment based learning strategy have
learnt better, successfully and productively. The outcomes additionally mirror that undertaking
based learning instructional strategy significantly affects the presentation of the understudies in
an EFL setting too. The outcomes using various tests suggested in it additionally mirror that the
exploration, ordinary strategies are not powerful when contrasted with task based learning
techniques.
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(Levene’s Test
for

Variance
(T-test for Mean Equality)

Equality)
95%
Confidence

Groups

N

F

Sig
T

Sig.(2-

Mean

Std.Error

interval of the

tailed)

Difference

Difference

Difference

df
Lower Upper

Experimental

20

1.977

0

3.5

3

2.306

20.23

-.87

3.31

-.87

3.31

.18

1.59

Controlled
20
4.1

3.9

4

2.306

18.244

.19

0

Discussion
This exploration was organized to investigate the impacts of backwash on task put

together learning instructional strategy with respect to the Pakistani students in an EFL setting.
Alderson and Hamp-Lyons (1996)are of the view that few washback contemplates are just kept
to discovering the assessments of the educators and they are evading the sentiments and issues of
the understudies. Their center is upon educator therefore dismissing the issues and challenges of
the understudies. No specific examination mirrors the opinionnaire of the understudies. The
perspective of the understudies is additionally significant in discovering the impacts of washback
as inside the homeroom understudies and educators are two significant supporters. Understudies
can clarify how unique angle can help or impede them in learning. A critical need is there to
discover and examine how various advances and techniques can influence the results like
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appraisal, study hall condition, teachers'motivation and so on. The focal point of consideration
from discovering the washback impacts from the understudies' viewpoint ought to be to think
upon
Teacher inspiration
Medium utilized for instructing
Methods utilized for instructing
In this specific investigation, the scientists centered upon the effect of a technique utilized
for training which made a noteworthy contrast in the exhibition of the understudies. The results
of the current examination clarify that errand based learning instructional strategy makes a huge
impact on the learning results of the students.It was discovered that the fundamental component
that adds to task based language learning technique is the acknowledgment of the way that
gathering and pair work causes the members to take dynamic part in the thorough verbal sort of
association which is not quite the same as the educator concentrated interaction.Further,
gathering and pair work is inverse to singular kind of work so the students create coordination
and collaboration among themselves which really help up their certainty and cause them to adapt
emphatically. It is likewise significant referencing here that however this is an understudy
focused methodology yet the job and estimation of the instructor is irrefutable. The educator
helps in the arrangement of some relevant errands for the students like pre instructing of
language structure and jargon, inspiration and working up certainty etc.The results of the
examination unmistakably mirror that the assignment based learning technique is appropriate and
valuable in Pakistani EFL setting also like different nations of the world. It was likewise
investigated and acknowledged after the examination of the outcome that pair work and
gathering work to finish any language task really give the understudies a great deal of certainty.
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Pakistani EFL understudies really need certainty when they attempt to utilize English language
exclusively in scholarly or some other condition. While in task based learning technique, the
central focuses are the undertakings which depend on genuine viewpoints and power to utilize
normal language, so the understudies who are working two by two altogether use language assets
among themselves and build up their self-assurance. As was discovered that this examination
additionally motivations the educational plan fashioners and the teachersto incorporate the
assignment based highlights in their instructing and furthermore the educational program.
Richards and Renandya (2002)in the help of the current investigation expressed that jargon is a
vital segment while achieving the capability of the language. It gives base to the procurement of
the four rudimentary yet significant aptitudes of language learning.
4.2

Conclusion

This examination was led to discover the washabck impacts of errand put together learning
instructional technique with respect to the EFL understudies in the Pakistani setting. This
investigation was controlled, emerged and finished in Pakistan. The examination was kept to the
improvement of jargon which is a significant region in language learning. Jargon is a significant
piece of all the four fundamental abilities of English language learning. Falling this perspective the
analysts additionally expected to see the impacts of the technique for educating on the understudies
by contrasting traditional strategy and the advanced one. It was built up that undertaking based
learning strategy is to be sure a supportive and imaginative technique which can positively affect the
learning results of the understudies. The outcomes likewise demonstrate a similar situation, that if
task based learning instructional technique is applied in the class the understudies have a superior
opportunity to find out more and perform better. This investigation can be a pioneer concentrate in
Pakistani EFL setting where still the regular medium and strategies are winning and instructors are
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engaged to show understudies through old procedures. This examination can likewise be useful for
the educational plan designers, who can devise and actualize unique and innovative techniques in
instructing and evaluation. The instructors can likewise get advantage from this examination by
executing and embracing most recent showing strategies for the Pakistani understudies in EFL and
ESL settings. These techniques can turn into a strong component in learning English in a superior
way. By centering upon these techniques, the issue of learning English in Pakistan can be limited.
Particularly, the results of this investigation clarified that the assignment based learning instructional
technique was a significant and supportive strategy which could improve the exhibition of the
understudies. Thus, the educators can utilize this strategy in various settings to accomplish most
extreme learning yield of the understudies.
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